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Make Your First Quilt Today!  Newly revised and expanded, with nearly 10 pages of new

information, this easy, best-selling guide for first-time quilters will have you quilting--and loving it!--in

just a few hours.  Includes a step-by-step guide to the basics of cutting, sewing, quilting, and binding

a quilt, plus three fun and easy quilt patterns with complete photo instructions.  Experienced quilter

Felicity Walker shows you exactly what to do, with lots of photos, shortcuts, and simple techniques

that make quilting easy and fun.  It's easy to get started. Choose one of the three easy-to-make quilt

patterns and just follow the instructions. Here's what you will find inside the book: * Brief history of

quilts and overview of the most popular types of quilts  * Overview of quilt fabric, batting, threads,

and essential quilting tools and supplies  * Step-by-step guide to the basics of cutting, sewing,

quilting, and finishing your quilt  * Three complete quilt patterns: Quilt-as-you-go table runner, Rail

fence lap quilt, and Double four-patch baby quilt * Step-by-step photo instructions for all three quilts

A great first quilting book, written by a quilter with more than 20 years of experience.  Get Quilts for

Beginners now, and you could be finishing your first quilt in just a few hours. Amaze your friends

and family members with your beautiful new creation!  Scroll up and Look Inside before you buy.
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I bought this book because I wanted to start quilting and so I could get a basic understanding of the

quilting process. This book has been excellent! I did a table runner using the quilt-as-you go method

and I just finished my first basic quilt and am now ready to start on another one. The author

presents all of the data in an easy to read short book and she includes patterns to try. Overall it is

an excellent book to start quilting!



Felicity starts with the basic materials - and thoroughly explains each one of them. She explained

WHY I need a 1/4" foot. I like the size of the book, and I knew as soon as I opened it, I had really

gotten the quilting book that I had been looking for all along. I am starting a quilt today. This is a

GREAT book. It you know ABSOLUTELY NOTHING AT ALL about quilting, but want to learn - THIS

is the book for you!

Even thought I have been sewing and quilting for a number of years I read this book to obtain

insight on teaching quilting to beginners. I found some helpful tips that I did not know. I think this

book is very well written. The steps covered were done so in a logical way. I love the selection of

beginner projects at the end. The step by step instructions are clear and complete. Everything you

need to know is covered.

I am a beginning quilter and this was just what I needed to get started. The author gives enough

detail to teach the basics but does not overwhelm the reader. She does include pictures as

examples which I appreciated.

So many craft books assume I have a clue. Felicity's book really makes it possible for me to attempt

this craft .

I found this book very informative and easy to follow. Looking forward to giving this a try. Feel very

confident after reading this book that even I am capable of completing a quilt. Thanks for the book!

I love the flow of the writing. It feels as if the author is sitting next to me, which is the best way for

me to learn. As I read, it all seems possible, and I feel like heading straight to the fabric store. Other

instructional writing, I tend to skim over rapidly without absorbing much of the material. I highly

recommend this book for beginners. Thank you, Felicity!

I am impressed by the simplicity of the instructions. It is very good for a new beginner and also has

some good information for the experienced quilter. I would recommend it to new quilters and to

quilters that have limited their experiences to only part of the quilting prossess ok
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